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There are 3 factors 
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that need to be considered when talking ' st.J-. ~r
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about retirement and each of these factors represents a stage in 

the retirement process that requires adjustment. The first 

factor is the retirement "event" - that point in time when a 

person leaves his workplace forever. The second factor is 

referred to as the "process" of retirement which simply means 

the process of adjustment to the retirement state. Finally, the 

"period" of retirement refers to that phase in a life career 

after the person, or the head of a spouse's household 

ftp A--r? .permanently ceases full-time work". 
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In Australia in recent times the process of adjusting to 

retirement is becoming more relevant to an increasing number of 

people and at much earlier ages than ever before. This is 

illustrated by the dramatic decline in labour force 

participation rates over the last 2 decades. Between 1966 and 

1982 the labour force participation rate of males aged 60-64 

fell from 79.4% to 47.7%. For males aged 65 and over the rate 

fell from 23.3% to 9.2%. 

Further, in 1983 there "were an estimated 4,479,300 persons 

in the civilian population aged 45 years or more, of whom 

2,155,400 (48.1%) persons had retired from full-time work 

Of the persons who retired at age 45 years o~~ore 832,000 

(64.8%) had retired 'early' •••• that is at age-less than 65 

years for males and at age less that 60 years for females" 
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Social and Personal Issues -

3 primary changes in lifestyle can be identified following 

retirement: 

changing away from work-based friendships 

adjusting to satisfactory activity patterns at home· 

establishing an adequate level of income without 

working. ) ? ~ -- .,(__ 

There is evidence to suggest that for a majority of retired 

persons the transition from workforce to retirement is 
.;)+ i/-s 

relatively easy to accomplish. Survey results indicate that 
I\ 

only "15% regarded adjustment to retirement as difficult and a 

further 17% reported it as 'somewhat difficult' " 

Common complaints were related to the financial consequences 

of retirement, missing workmates and boredom. 

Adjustments have to be made to things like "loss of income, 

loss of structure and routine for daily activity, loss of 

interaction with co-workers wh1may have become important sources 

of social support, loss of social status and prestige, loss of a 

major foundation upon which personal identify rests, and loss of 

an avenue for attaining the satisfaction of ~~2omplishment and 

productivity". 
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the less difficulty one has in 

levels of resources associated 
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higher one's occupational s .s'l-v,.yc... 

retirement./( ~ve£ the 

with higher status, the 

status 

higher 

satisfaction of retiring after a successful life, and the 

greater skills for coping with the new demands of retirement aJt2 

possible explanations. 

Adjustment difficulties are often associated with poor 

health and inadequate income and housing. ~7'{__ 
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Willingness to Retire; Willingness to Work Longer 

There are a number of factors tl1at influence the decision to 

retire, for example, anticipated income, health, job 

satisfaction, employment opportunities, to name a few. 

Results of surveys conducted in recent years have shown that 

a significant proportion of retired persons would have preferred 

to work longer than they did. For example, a Sydney survey 

found that about 40% of respondents were happy to retire when 

they did, 40% would have liked to retire later and about 20% 

would have liked to retire sooner. The hypothetical 

·availability of a full pension or superannuation had little 

influence over these preferences and improved the response of 

those wishing to retire sooner by only 4.5%. 

In terms of that 40% wishing to retire later, one could 

argue that this result challenges the popular notion that the 

large nwnbers of early retirees is in direct response to greater 

availability of government benefits, including the large number 

of service pensions. However, while many people may prefer to 

remain in~he workforce there are factors which preclude them 

from doing so, such as labour market conditions, including 

generous retrenchment pay, and government 

indirect effect on retirement decisions. 

policies that have an 
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The most powerful incentive not to want ·to·v,ork is argued to 

be an interaction of age pension means tests and tax which comes 

through the nearly universal receipt of age pensions. It is 

claimed that the high dependency on\t__J-ie age pension with 



consequent high effective marginal tax rates on extra dollars 
.. 

earne.d is the major source of disincentives to work. Age 

pensioners pay effective marginal tax rates on extra income 

earned in excess of 60% and as high as 80%, so that un,@l1ss a 

retired person can earn more than the age pension income there 

are positive disincentives to work. Unless people can earn 

enough to justify the expenditure of effort they will probably 

not want to work. 

Level of income appears to be a strong determinant in terms 

of whether or not a person wants to work longer. A Sydney 

survey found that the higher one's income the less likelihood 

·there is of one wanting to work longer. 45.2% of those idthe 
\ 

lowest income category wanted to work longer compared to 25.6% 

of those in the highest income category. 

The desire of this group to want to work longer could also 

be influenced by the fact that a smaller proportion of people on 

low incomes are covered by retirement schemes such as 

superannuation compared to those on high incomes. Occupational 

superannuation is unequally spread across income and 

occupational categories. Persons who retire on superannuation 

are predominantly male, while collar, full-time workers with 

high incomes and high status. (See table re retirement 

scheme~nd main source of income on retirement). 

[The ACOTA/DSS survey found that the preference to continue 

working was strongest at the top and bottom of the occupational 

levels. 41% of professionals and 52% of unskilled workers 

preferred to continue compared to 18% of proprietors and 37% of 

clerical workers]. 
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The acceptance of late life without work is by no means a 

necessary consequence of dmeographic transitions and economic 

development. In the post-war era Japan has undergone both 

rapid demographic transition and high economic growth. 

Despite a retirement age of 55 years on average about 1 in 4 

of all Japanese over 65 years are in the labour force. 

There is also a persistently strong desire to work and 

diligent job search amongst older Japanese. ( ~ 

Australian culture and economic conditions have created a 

retirement lifestyle that is quite specific to this 

country. It is not at all a necessary consequence of 

demographic transition. In fact, increased longevity 

should imply the opposite trend - that people would work 

longer. (a-QA McCallumJ. ~ ~p-~ 

For that 40% of retired persons who would have preferred to 

work longer, retirement opportunities could be expanded by 

improving retirement income 

providing greater opportunity for late-life work 

increasing access to leisure(~) 

- help to make retirement a healthy and active life phase. 
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Self-employed and Professionals 

Can choose when to retire - some work well beyond the age 

pension age. 

of profes~i°"'-...l.S. 

Job satisfaction - high job satisfaction - 41%Jpreferred_ to 

work longer. ( ACo •'9/ D ss sv,---"''=1). a/ £Z !-:;, ,;..-.--f_Jh-,, /t&-7' 

Are able to make gradual transition from the workforce - for 

many professionals there is always the prospect of guest 

lectures, committees or ongoing work involvement. 

While many of this group may choose to remain in the workforce, 

as mentioned before, the government by its actions can 

indirectly influence an individual's decision to retire -

In 1983 Section 23F(b) of the Income Tax Assessment Act was 

amended to allow the self-employed and those with 

self-administered superannuation to withdraw their benefits 

at age 55 rather than age 60. While the purpose of these 

regulations was to prevent tax avoidance this change "may 

have had a significant effect on the retirement decisions of 

the self-employed and others" (see Butterworth and Newton). 

-'v\J'_A 
Gender Differences 

Retirement isn't exclusively a male phenomenon. Women also 

have to adjust to retirement, be it their own or their spouses. 

In most cases it is the latter. 
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Surveys show that most spouses (male or female) have no 

problems adjusting to the retirement of their husband or wife 

(72%). The worst things about a spouses retirement were 'the 

spouse always being there' (16.8%) 'financial' (8.9%). The best 

things were found to be 'companionship' (38%) and 'joint 

interests' (14.4%). 

However, the adjustment to the retirement of one's spouse 

appears to be more difficult for women than it is for men. 88% 

of males found their spouse's retirement relatively easy to 

adjust to compared to 65% of females. Wives are more likely to 

·find companionship and joint interests as positive factors while 

the husband always being there as a negative factor. Most males 

on the other handfind nothing negative about the retirement of 

their wife and no disruption to household arrangements. 
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., Job Satisfaction and Employment Opportunities 

Health 

~-✓ 

1.1-Mor~ than one aspect of health status to consider in terms 

2. 

of its affect on an individuabdecision to retire and in 

terms of the greater number of males\ liaving the workforce 

before the retirement age. Ri.$S-?:1y,\;thile· it can be said 

that "poor health is more likely to cause early retirement 

than to be a consequence of it", in many cases the large 

numbers of males in their fifties who have left the 

workforce can be viewed as casualties of structural forces 

within the labour market. While "the idea that an increase 

in welfare _payments could by itself stimulate a mass exodus 

from the workforce is highly questionable", it has been 

suggested that many discouraged workers and those unable to 

find employment for whatever reason, have because of "more 

generous interpretations of illness by doctors", been able 

to claim an invalid pension which has less stigm,attached to 

it than unemployment benefits until they qualify for a 

service or age pension. 

, 
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While there are many adjustments to be made,jhealth 

determines how well one adjusts to the retirement process 

Maintenance of health and independence in old age is 

important both for the individual's quality- of life and 

community's load of dependency. 

The most prevalent disorders experienced by elderly 
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Australians are hypertension, heart disease and arthritis, 

all ~ilated to our lifestyle which ranges from one of total 

inertia to that of the fast-paced, high stress world of the 

workaholic, compounded by an inappropriate diet, including 

high fat intake and high alcohol consumption. ~ De er~ (-?c,,.._ I 
a,<...,._ ~r e,f o c. /. 

1 ., , ; '/1 
While many chronic conditions increase in incidence with age 

the likelihood of illness occurring can be tempered by 

proper attention to diet and exercii4, participatiDfj.. in 

stimulating leisure activities which wilt help to combat 

loneliness and isolation, if that is a problem, and which 

will aid in achieving a sense of having a useful role to 

play in the community. 

Research has shown that many Australians are dissatisfied 

with the prospects of minimal resources and options in later 

life. If retirement is to be a healthy and active life 

phase many more opportunities will need to be created in 

retireme11t. 'l'hree general areas could be considered: 

improvement in retirement income 

greater opportunity for late life work and 

increased access to leisure (sy~Jtiurn). 

Socio-economic status can also be seen as a predictor of 

successful or unsuccessful retirement in terms-of health. Those 
0... 

people who have hadlhigh income and access to expensive forms of 

health care during life are also those who enjoy the same 

advantages during old age. Diet and exercise patterns also 

r/ 



differ between socio-economic groups. "Lower socio-economic 

✓ groups are less receptive to exercise and have less health~ 

diets". 

" ••• should.not lose sight of~he fact that much of what 

happens to the elderly is determined 

we do have the power to do something 

by lifetime patterns which 
pN•..,.( pA-...c(<dl~ 

about in our social welfare 

policies during younger years." ~eOull m). '1 

Employment Opportunities 

/ 
/ 
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Constraints against remaining in the workfare: 

the fact that there is little or no trai ing expenditures on 

workers aged 45 or more 

I 
the heavy effective marginal taftes 

is receiving an age pension / 
/ 

I 

the lack of suitable j7b ,~rtunities 

(See Mccallum) 

which apply once one 

for older workers. 

These are clearly 

of age pensions and 

re complex problems than the interaction 

rsonal taxation. In the first instance 

there are consider tions of returns on investments in training 

of older worker and of the allocation between age groups and 

across a lif span. Secondly, the availability-of suitable jobs 
1 !:o de-('~~ vp e--..1 

for older ersons in Japan seems to depend upon self employment 

production system~. Snch industry structures and industrial 

( l 
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relations patterns[do not exist in A ralia. Finally, the 

plate.au of wage rates in later w king life demonstrates that 
// 

many older workers are relat' ely advantaged in terms of wage 

rates. Some lowering in tl ir expectations of wages and 

conditions may·be ne7 ary if they wish to work after they 

retire. The failur~ to lower expectations may be another cause 
/// . 

why people loose/their desire to work. The importance of this 
/ 

/ 
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effect is diff1cult to assess in the presence of the current age 

pension sy~,·rfem. 
/ 

/ 
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Su~mary of Findings 
There were a.n estimated 4,479,300 persons in the civilian population aged 45 years or more, of whom 2, I 55,400 ( 48. l per 
cent) persons had retired ftom full-time work. This includes I ;283,300 persons who had retired at age 45-years or more 
and 872,IOOpersons who had r~ired at age less than 45 years. Of the persons who retired at age45 years or more 832,000 
(64.8 per cent) had retired 'early~1hat is at age less than 65 years for males and at age less than 60 years for females. 

I 

lllllitutiotlaliled and 
permanently unable IO work 

222,800 

DIAGRAM 1: THE CIVILIAN POPULATION AGED 45 YEARS OR MORE 
(Source: Table I) 

Civilian population . 
aged 45 or mor,, 

.. 
4,479.)00 .. 

I 
t .. 

Hadnnuworkcd Had workod 
fulkimc ' 

fulkimc .. 
441.000 3,815,600 

I 
I 

Had r,,tircd from 
full-time work 

2,155,400 

I 
I 

Had retir,,d Had rctir,,d 
at age 45 years at aae leu than 

or more 45 years 

1,283,300 872,100 

I 
I I 

Had rctir,,d Had nol 
early retired early 

832,000 451,300 

. ·l 

I 

Had nol retir,,d 
from foll-time work 

1,660,200 
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INCOME 

Australian Pension 

Many overseas pensions 

income maintenance 

poverty alleviation 

basic floor - safety net 

earnings replacement 

percentage of final income 

Approx. 70% needed to maintain lifestyle. 

Tax Concessions ½ age pension 

$2.6 billion 1983 

declining because of lump 

sum tax 




